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President
Paid work experience
1.

Dr H E Mateme (Limpopo: ANC) to ask the President of the Republic:
(1)

Whether the Youth Employment Service which offers paid work experience to
more than 1 million young South Africans includes work experience in the
private sector; if not, why not; if so, what are the relevant details;

(2)

whether there were any engagements with the private sector regarding this
programme; if not, why not; if so, what are the relevant details;

(3)

whether the Government has any plans to involve the private sector in ensuring
that young persons get exposure and experience in both the public and private
sector; if not, why not; if so, (a) what plans, (b) which sectors are targeted and
(c) what are the further relevant details?
CO496E
Lifestyle audit

2.

Mr J W W Julius (Gauteng: DA) to ask the President of the Republic:
(a) When and (b) in what form has the implementation of the process of lifestyle audit
he assured in his state-of-the-nation-address of 2018 begun?
C488E
Improvement in governance of SOEs

3.

Ms E Prins (Western Cape: ANC) to ask the President of the Republic:
Whether, in light of the notable improvement in the governance of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs), the Government is taking any steps to (a) restore local and global
confidence in SOEs and (b) strengthen their developmental role in contributing
effectively in our national efforts in order to grow the economy; if not, why not; if so,
what are the relevant details?
CO497E
Expropriation of land without compensation

4.

Ms T J Mokwele (North West: EFF) to ask the President of the Republic:
(1)

Whether he has prepared for the consequences of the expropriation of land
without compensation, like possible sanctions from imperialist western
countries; if not, why not; if so, (a) what preparations and (b) what are the
further relevant details;
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(2)

whether he has been engaged by the British Prime Minister and the United
States Government in this regard; if not, what is the position in this regard; if
so, (a) what was his response and (b) what are the further relevant details?
CO500E

Eskom/Transnet loans
5.

Ms C Labuschagne (Western Cape: DA) to ask the President of the Republic:
(a) What conditions are attached to the R33 billion loans he secured for Eskom and R4
billion for Transnet from the Chinese Development Bank, (b) what will the funds be
spent on in each case, (c) who will be responsible for servicing the (i) interest rates
and (ii) pay-back agreements and (d) when will he release the terms of the
agreements?
CO495E
Remarks by President of USA

6.

Mr E R Makue (Gauteng: ANC) to ask the President of the Republic:
(1)

Whether, in light of the recent remarks by the President of the United States of
America (USA), the Government has had any interactions with President
Trump or the USA regarding the remarks; if not, what is the position in this
regard; if so, what are the relevant details;

(2)

whether the Government has considered the implications of the remarks to the
diplomatic relations between the two countries; if not, why not; if so,

(3)

whether the Government is considering ways of clarifying the enormity of the
land question to the majority of our people in its engagements with the global
community, especially countries that do not seem to understand the historical
context of land expropriation in this country; if not, why not if so, what are the
relevant details?
CO498E

